8961 Screen Lift Wall Mount

Load:
Min. 20 kg
Max. 120 kg

8961 Screen Lift Wall Mount

Electric lift WF750
8961 Screen Lift Wall Mount
2. Specifications and main dimensions.
Materials and weights:

Steel, black powder coated - Weight ~ 42 kg

Min. Load on Electric lift:

20 kg central loading

Max. Load on Electric lift:

100 kg central loading

Operation:

Rocker switch and/or optional RF-remote**

Voltage / Consumption:

110-240 VAC 50-60Hz / 80 Watt max. by 100 kg
At standby less than 1 Watt

VESA Mount Sizes:

100 - 440mm High x 150 - 800mm Wide

Total travel length = 750 mm
When floor mounting 65 inch screens or larger, use the code 8963, 300mm Long Pair of Extension Legs.
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8961 Screen Lift Wall Mount

Electric lift, WF750
8961 Screen Lift Wall Mount
4. Installation.

a)

remove back panel

(c) x 1

( #1 )

Remove duct tape from shafts and micro switches.
Remove the 4 pc. (b) m6 fixings from the slider, 2 in
each side. Slide columns gently into the drive shaft.

b) fit columns

( #5 )

c) fit columns

Remove the transportation brackets
gently (Save 2 screws) and then
tighten the 4 pc. (b), 2 in each side

(b) x 4

( #4 )
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8961 Screen Lift Wall Mount

8977 Easy Install Kit for Screen Lift Wall Mount
Fitting Instructions

Must be used when installing 8961 Hi-Lo Screen Lift Wall Mount.
Ensures a plumb installation of the legs which is critical to
operation of the lift and protects the motor from damage.
Warranty is invalidated if not used when installing product 8961.
1. The easy install kit is designed to make installing the wall lift an easy and
quick operation and ensures that the legs are installed correctly (plumb).
If the Easy Install Kit is not installed with the 8961 Hi-Lo Screen Lift Wall
Mount, there can be no guarantee that the installation has been completed
correctly, invalidating the warranty.
2. The top bearer must be mounted horizontally (use a spirit level as this is
critical) ensuring a solid fixing is made to the wall (Fixings not supplied).
The top bearer has slots in order to allow the installer to find a solid fixing
behind the wall if fixing to studwork.
3. The cross braces should then be attached using the M8 x 16 bolts to
create an X shape as shown. Make sure a bolt is passed through the middle of
the cross and the M8 nut tightened.
4. The bottom bearer can then be attached to the bottom of the cross
braces, using the M8 bolts. The cross acts as a jig for the top and bottom
bearers ensuring the horizontal bearers are parallel in the horizontal and
vertical plane.
If they are parallel then secure the bottom bearer to the wall, again ensuring a
solid fixing is made.
This should be checked by the installer.
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5. Screw the 4 wall mount hangers onto the frame as shown and check all the
hangers are in parallel both horizontally and vertically.

6. Remove the cross brace jig.

7. Fit the lift onto the hangers and secure using the screws provided to attach
the two parts of the hanger together.
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8961 Hi-Lo Screen Lift 750 Flatpack
Plasma Mount Bracket Fitting Instructions

Additional Assembly Instructions for Screen Lift 750 Wall Lift
Please read in conjunction with the instructions included
Please note that the spindles on the vertical legs are covered with rubber protectors which need removing.
Also, please remove the protective electrical tape on the limit switch on the end of the motor box.
It may also be necessary to remove the gold temporary clips from the vertical legs earlier than shown in the
instructions so that the spindle can be rotated to engage in the sockets of the motor unit.

Fitting the mounting brackets to the Plasma Screen.
1. Remove the vertical plasma brackets from the front of the Screen Lift trolley
by undoing the securing clips shown in picture 2 and lit off.
Fix the brackets onto the rear of the plasma using the bolts provided. The
brackets bolt through one of the holes at the top of the bracket and also through
the slot.

2. Attach the two horizontal mounting rails to the front of the lift, using the M6 x
12 fixings. The top rail should have the threaded inserts at the top.
Hang the plasma onto both rails of the Screen Lift. Ensure the vertical mounting
bracket is secured to the top rail using the security clips and the M6 button head
screws as shown. This will ensure that the plasma screen cannot be dislodged
accidentally.
Check when the screen is installed that there is sufficient clearance under the
screen not to form a trap when the screen is in its fully lowered position.
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3. The height adjustment switch is a curly cable whose switch may be mounted
at a convenient place on the side of the screen or the wall wherever suitable,
bearing in mind to keep out of reach of children or unauthorized persons.
The Velcro provided in this kit may be used for this purpose.

Important
The Hi-Lo Screen Lift is an electrically powered height adjustable trolley for the mounting of Plasma, LED and LCD
display screens.
This equipment is not a toy. Children must be under surveillance to ensure that they do not play with this lift.
If the unit is being stored do not double stack.
Retain all packaging until the unit has been inspected for damage.

Maintenance Instructions
There are no user maintenance or adjustment points on this machine. Simply clean dust and dirt from the outside
of the unit and inspect for damage or breaks. Cleaners and disinfectants must not be highly alkaline or acidic.
The user should visually check the equipment for signs of wear or misuse before each time of using and for the
security of the screen or any accessories.
The condition of electrical cables and plugs should be checked for wear or abrasion before use.
In addition the equipment should be visually inspected in more detail every three months to ensure that the unit is
functioning properly and if it is not the user should report this to the manufacturer for advice or for the return of the
unit to base for repair.
Incidences of misuse must be reported immediately and the unit placed out of commission.
All repairs to the unit must only be carried out in Loxit’s workshops as special tools must be used.
The warranty is only valid in so far as the equipment has been used and maintained correctly and has not been
tampered with.
Violent treatment will invalidate the warranty.
During operation if the unit makes any unusual noises or smells turn off the power supply at the mains immediately.
Continuous use maximum period 2 minutes. Maximum use 10% (6 minutes in any hour.)
Ambient temperature range +5deg C to +40 deg C
The noise produced by the unit when static is silent which represents 99% of the time in use.
The noise produced by the unit when moving is consistent with other office equipment and would by comparison be
rated as low.
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Screen Lift Kit Contents
1nr 2.5mm long leg Allen key square end
1nr 3.0mm long leg Allen key ball end
1nr 4.0mm long leg Allen key ball end
1nr 6.0mm long leg Allen key ball end
1nr 6.0mm equal leg Allen key or tee bar square end
3nr cable ties
4nr M6 x 16 button head screws (4 for plasma screen)
4nr M6 x 12 (for horizontal mount bars)
4nr M6 x 25 button head screws (alternative for plasma screen)
8nr M6 washers 20mm diameter
4nr M8 x 20 Button head screws for plasma screen
4nr M8 x 40 Button head screws (longer for plasma screen)
2nr security clips
2nr M6 x 50 button head security screws
16 grey buttons

Easy Install Kit Contents
1nr top bearer
1nr bottom bearer
2nr cross braces
5nr m8 16mm bolts

Plasma Bracket Pack Contents
1nr Top rail
1nr Bottom rail
2nr Vertical brackets 200mm centres
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LOXIT

PRODUCTS

Declaration of Conformity
The following product has been tested with the listed standards and found in compliance with the Council
Directives detailed below.
Manufacturer:
Loxit Limited. First Avenue, Poynton Industrial Estate, Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1YJ, England.
Type of Equipment:
Description:
Trademark:
Model Name:
Model Number:

TV Wai I Lift
Loxit
Screen Lift 750 Wall Mount
8961

Technical Data:

Input 230V, 50Hz, 80 watts

Test Standards:

Complies with the following standards and other normative documents:

2006/42/EC
The Machinery Directive
2006/95/EC
Low Voltage Directive (LVD) relating to electrical equipment designed for use within certain voltage limits
(codified version) according to the standard EN 60335-1:2006
2004/108/EC according to the standards EN 55014-1:2007, EN 55014-2:1997, EN 61000-3-2:2006,
EN 61000-3-3:2008
EMC Directive
After preparation of the necessary technical documentation as well as the conformity declaration the CE
marking as shown below can be affixed on the equipment and/or included in relevant documentation.

C€
This declaration is issued under the sole responsibility of Loxit Ltd.

Signed

Name

>J.v.i.-l/>>.

Effective Date: 09

t:+44(0)845 5195191

f:+44 (0)845 519 5192
w: www.loxit.com
Company Registration
Number: 3162472
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e: sales@loxit.com

Loxit Limited
First Avenue
Poynton Industrial Estate
Poynton
Cheshire
SK12 1YJ

